
The DEGREE AUDIT REPORT SYSTEM (DARS)

(What it is, what it does, and how to use it) 

As a student at the University of Tennessee, you have access to the Degree Audit Report System (DARS), 

which allows you to look at the credits you have on your academic history and see how they fit into the 

specific requirements of your major.  While it defaults to your currently declared major, you can also use 

this system to look at any major or minor offered at the University of Tennessee to see how your courses 

would fit into those programs,    

It is important for you to be able to run and interpret your DARS report because this system is the one the 

registrar uses to check whether or not you have met all the specific requirements for your major in order 

to graduate.  So, it is your responsibility to learn how to use the system, and this sheet will give you the 

basics on how to access the system and run your report.  

TO ACCESS THE DEGREE AUDIT REPORT SYSTEM (DARS): 

STEP 1—Log into my.utk.edu and then 

click on the DARS and uTrack link under the 

Academic Resources heading 

STEP 2—Once in the DARS system, click on 

the Run Audit box to begin the process 

STEP 3—Your declared degree program, along with any second majors or minors you are also doing, will now appear on the list of 

audits you have requested.  To run the report, you would just click on the button that says “Run  Declared Programs.”  

By the way, if you wish to look at a different program, then 

all you have to do is give the DARS system the appropriate 

information about that major and then run that report in-

stead.   



STEP 4—Once you open your DARS report, you should click on the printer friendly icon, so that the full report opens up and you 

can see all the requirements under each tab of the report. 

STEP 5—As you scroll through the report, you will notice that the tabs have different colors. Tabs that are GREEN mean that that 

degree requirement is completed.  Tabs that are RED show which requirements you have not yet met for your degree, and the 

DARS report shows which courses are still required to meet that particular requirement for your degree.  Tabs that are BLUE show 

course requirements that you are finishing during the current semester.     

YOUR NAME 

STEP 6—Finally, any course credits you have that do not fulfill requirements for your degree are listed at the bottom of the DARS 

report. Likewise, any course you withdrew from or did not pass is also listed at the bottom of the report.  

If you still have questions, your academic advisor will also be able to help you learn how to interpret your DARS report so that you 

can understand what degree requirements you have completed and which ones you still need to finish.   

If you have further questions, please contact ENGINEERING ADVISING SERVICES in 316a Perkins Hall, 865-974-4408 


